introduCtion in this paper i would like to build on a report i've achieved in 2009 for the French ministry of Culture concerning the impacts of the intangible cultural heritage nominations on tourism (Fournier 2009) . the case study i'll specially focus on will be the "processional giants and dragons in belgium and France" which were first introduced as a "masterpiece of the oral and intangible heritage of humanity" in 2005 i'll use this case study first to document the implementation of the unesCo policies in France and to identify the actors who were involved before and after 2005 in the building up of the "processional giants and dragons" application. then i'll insist on the results of my fieldwork, showing how it helps to compare the views of the different actors, the impacts in the different towns concerned by the label, and the differences between the initial project and its transformations a few years after the nomination.
lastly, i will examine the different French candidatures over the period [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] and compare the implementation of intangible cultural policies in France through these different examples. the analysis of available empirical data will eventually enlighten the impacts of intangible cultural heritage in France. the "proCessional giants and dragons" example to look closer at the "processional giants and dragons" example, it is useful to consult first the unesCo website. according to the unesCo official presentation, under the label "processional giants and dragons in belgium and France" can be found traditional processions of huge effigies of giants, animals or dragons encompassing an original ensemble of festive popular manifestations and ritual representations. these effigies first appeared in urban religious processions at the end of the fourteenth century in many european towns and continue to serve as emblems of identity for certain belgian (ath, brussels, dendermonde, mechelen and mons) and French towns (Cassel, douai, pézenas and tarascon), where they remain living traditions. the giants and dragons are large-scale models measuring up to nine metres in height and weighing as much as 350 kilos. they represent mythical heroes or animals, contemporary local figures, historical, biblical or legendary characters or trades. the performances, often mixing secular procession and religious ceremony, vary from town to town, but always follow a precise ritual in which the giants relate to the history, legend or life of the town. although these expressions are not threatened with immediate disappearance, the unesCo suggests that they do suffer from a number of pressures, such as major changes to town centres and increasing tourism, leading to the detriment of the popular, spontaneous nature of the festival.
the "processional giants and dragons in belgium and France" were first introduced as a "masterpiece of the oral and intangible heritage of humanity" in 2005. the proposal was supported both by France and belgium. the 90 masterpieces proclaimed before the 2003 Convention for the Safaguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage entered into force were incorporated in 2008 in the "representative list of the intangible Cultural heritage of humanity". the Convention was adopted in 2006 by the French state. since then, several new elements have been acknowledged as intangible cultural heritage and appear either on the representative or on the safeguarding list, as we will se further. however, the "processional giants and dragons" remain the oldest elements. they have now been on the list for six years, which means that the people organizing or simply attending the processions may have had some time to learn about the Convention and its general scopes.
in 2009 , i have been asked by the French ministry of Culture to work on the impacts of the "masterpiece of the oral and intangible heritage of humanity" unesCo label in France. in practice, this meant i had to concentrate on the "processional giants and dragons" only. Furthermore, it was decided to focus on the French towns only: Cassel and douai near the belgian border in the north, pézenas and tarascon on the mediterranean coast in the south, were to be investigated in priority. i used the theoretical frame of my earlier works on the heritageization of local festivals to begin this fieldwork. ten years ago, i had tried to suggest in my phd dissertation that festivals were becoming a new valuable resource in local development (Fournier 2005) . even if they had long been considered by tradition and heritage ClassiFied social scientists as a time for excess, for waste or for social chaos, such festivals -especially in the most touristic areas -were now being valorised as cultural resources. in such a context, the people organizing them tried to transform them into new commodities. but in most of the cases, the traditional rituals were changed into playful moments as well. the people's idea was not only to transform the festivals into valuable economic features, but also to change the image of the places through the festivals. entertainment was then replacing tradition. like in many other sectors, local traditions were revived, rebuilt, reinvented, which led to question the very ways the reconstruction processes worked. using constructivist history (hobsbawm and ranger 1983) as well as semiotics (davallon 2002) i tried to understand how a larger audience was getting interested in these new festivals.
With the "processional giants and dragons" example, however, there was something more to investigate, as the heritageization of the festivals did not come only from the locals but was also encapsulated in a much more global frame. of course, the locals had to ask for the "Masterpiece of the oral and intangible heritage of humanity" label, but in practice they did very little for it. as an expert for the initial candidature in 2005, i knew that the different towns involved only gave a very short letter to certify that they accepted the candidature. in most of the cases the candidature file was supported by a little number of activists, while the town councils only accepted the idea afterwards. this meant that fieldwork ethnographical investigations in the festivals had to be completed by some sociological enquiries among the associations and the administrations involved in the nomination process. in other terms, it was not possible in this matter to take for granted the data which could be collected among the audience during the processions and the festivals. i had to seek for the voices of the actors, the administrators, the civil servants, etc., which supposed to enter another field of studies. some hYpotheses ConCerning the impaCts oF the unesCo poliCies in this context, i felt i had to adapt my methods and to move slightly from the field of ethnography to the field of administrative sociology. this is why i decided to be less inductive than i usually was in my works on local festivals. in the 2009 report, therefore, i found useful to rely on five strong hypotheses concerning the impacts of the unesCo policies on the field (Fournier 2009: 10-12 ). my first hypothesis, which seems quite obvious, was that the impacts of the unesCo policies could vary from one place to another. some of the valorised elements, in connection with the local social or economic context, could be more impacted than others, which meant that we could use a simple hierarchic scale classifying the more or less impacted elements. the variations themselves could be connected with different indicators, such as the acceptance of the label by the locals, the reactions of the local politicians and the laurent sÉbastien Fournier, the impaCts oF the intangible Cultural heritage. unesCo ... administrators, the visibility of the valorised element at a regional scale, or its success in the eyes of different sort of audiences. my second hypothesis was that the impacts depended on the local radiation of the element. the impacts could vary according to the place the valorised elements hold among other cultural elements in the same geographical zone. in this case the variations depend on the place the valorised elements have in a specific cultural landscape. the unesCo policies never occur in a neutral context: the history of an element and the history of the other comparable elements in the same area deeply influence the possible impacts of the unesCo policies and have to be taken in account. in this context, the presence in the area of some elements already nominated on the 1972 list can be considered as especially significant. my third hypothesis concerned the authenticity and the dynamics of the element. the impacts would vary according to the relations the different elements have with the notions of "identity", "tradition", "authenticity", etc. in this case, the impacts would be more (or less) important when the elements are more (or less) connected with authenticity. indicators such as the age of the element and its ability to invest in the future would help to work out this hypothesis.
my fourth hypothesis stated that the impacts of a unesCo policy were depending on the ability of the valorised elements to get connected with the issues of economic development and tourism. here, the idea would be that the greater impacts occur when the cultural elements fit with the local economic and cultural policies, i.e. when there is a strong correspondence between the global and the local cultural policies. my fifth and last hypothesis concerned the tradition-bearers. it supposed that the impacts of the unesCo policies depended on the level of consciousness of the actors involved in the heritageization process. the more the people feel concerned and the more they feel they have become experts of their own culture, the greater the impacts will be. all these different hypotheses were important because they could orientate further investigations on the field, either inside or outside the festivals. moreover, they drew a frame through which the different cultural elements could be grasped. accordingly, emphasis had to be put on the different actors at a local level, on the regional context, on authenticity, on tourism and on the economy. Fieldwork was thus launched on these bases. out what the people knew about the other festivals included in the "processional giants and dragons" group. observing the differences between the different ways of valorising heritage in the different towns involved in the heritageization process enabled to know more about the homogeneity of this group of festivals.
Fieldwork, in many cases, also led to identify a gap between the official discourse of the unesCo and what was really happening in the field. in the tarasque festival in tarascon, for instance, there is a lot of freedom in the performances and in the elaboration of the programme. the 2009 edition was clearly inspired by living history, featuring the reconstitution of the 1944 liberation struggle against the germans, with the american gis on display. the tarasque legendary monster was accompanied by tartarin, a hero of 19 th century novel writer alphonse daudet, on a military marine boat (Fig. 1) . Coming from the river rhone, another boat carries the musicians. the monster is disembarked and pulled up to the town where a procession is performed. the medieval tarasque, the 19 th century novel character and the american gis all go together to the town hall in military trucks and in vintage cars. the festival's major elements during the week-end are the balls, the lunches in the streets of the old medieval town, the bull fights, the bowling competitions and the bonfires. since 2005, the monster has been put all year long in a shop window in the old town and a stone sculpture has been carved and exhibited in front of the castle. by-products are sold out in shops and a new medieval tarasque has appeared in august for the new medieval festival. in pezenas, the ritual effigy is a pony. in 2009 during our fieldwork it was connected with the local rugby league and with the people trying to revive the regional "occitan" dialect and culture. on the morning, the ritual pony is carried around the town by the local rugby men and the occitan folk musicians. When passing by the fountains the people pretend they give the pony a drink. in the narrow streets of the old town the people give the pony a penny from their balconies. they revive the old practice of money-collecting. other ritual animals from neighbouring villages join the procession. the goat from montagnac or the donkey from bessan, for instance, have not been recognized by the unesCo but they feel they are similar to the pony and join the traditional gathering. after a stop at the local hospital, the procession heads to the stadium where a lunch is served at the club house. the pony has become an emblem for the rugby team, which is a very lively reinterpretation of the local tradition.
in douai, in the north, there are five persons in the giant's family. the father and the mother are the bigger, more than six meters high and using nine persons to carry them around the streets. the three children, jacquot, bimbin and Fillon are smaller. bimbin is famous for his squinting and for protecting little children from squinting. around the giants are the money-collectors, the drums, and all the people carrying the giants. during the five days long festival which ends with the bastille day (july 14 th ), money-collections take place in all the different suburbs of the town, with the brass-band and with the town's mayor. on sunday, there is also a great carnivalesque parade in a contemporary art style, featuring extraordinary machines, people on stilts or on rollers, confetti and a big fun-fair. moreover, the bastille day celebrations bring their own programme, mainly balls and public concerts or sport events. after the five days, the giants go home in a shed where they will remain hidden until the next year's edition of the festival. in all the different "processional giants and dragons" festivals, therefore, there is some evidence that a lot of things are going on besides the unesCo emblems themselves.
Fieldwork during the festivals has been completed by interviews among the audience and the local organizers of the festivals. more than 30 people have been interviewed among the civil servants locally in charge of cultural heritage and tourism. the interviews showed that there was no real opposition between the local and the global scale: indeed, the locals have often met the people in charge of the nomination process at a global level. For instance, the people from tarascon remember when the tarasque dragon had been invited to india at the end of the 80's. the show was organized by Charif khaznadar, who then became an important unesCo representative and helped a lot in the acknowledgment of the "processional giants and dragons" as intangible cultural heritage. in the same way, the people in douai and Cassel have been connected very early with jean-pierre ducastelle, the director of the "house of the giants" in ath, belgium, who was one of the main experts in the unesCo nomination process prior to 2005. in such a context, the researcher occupies an "in between" position. on the field, he is identified as an expert, but at the same time he can sometimes look a bit too nosy. For the actors of the festivals he appears as a representative of the ministry of Culture and he is tradition and heritage ClassiFied considered as potentially helpful, but most of the civil servants feel that he shouldn't learn them their job regarding the implementation of cultural heritage. in such a tricky position, the researcher is a mediator more than he provides an objective or external analysis. the topic of intangible cultural heritage therefore encourages reflexivity and the implication of the researchers on the field, side by side with the performers.
one of the most important local issues i went through during my investigations concerned the growth of tourism industry. in tarascon the people in charge of this sector are especially willing to know if the unesCo policies can bring more tourists. this is understandable because tarascon suffers from the excellent cultural reputation of several neighbouring towns. avignon, arles, nîmes and aix-en-provence attract most of the tourists in the famous area of provence and they are all located at less than 50 km from tarascon, and a lot of visitors just head for the mediterranean sea and miss tarascon as well. in this context, the town of tarascon dreams that her dragon could attract more people. When doing fieldwork, i was asked by the staff of the local tourist office to hand out a questionnaire to the tourists. about 350 questionnaires were filled in with the tourists during the summer of 2009. they were used as a supplementary tool in the analysis of the unesCo policies' impacts and provided some more information in connection with the ethnographic studies and with the interviews. some results oF the FieldWork the combination of ethnographic fieldwork, interviews among the administrators and questionnaires to the tourists enabled to reach some significant results concerning the impacts of the nomination of the "processional giants and dragons" as intangible cultural heritage in France. apart from discussing the hypotheses already mentioned above, these results help to compare the views of the different actors, the impacts in the different towns concerned by the label, and the differences between the initial project and its transformations five years after the nomination. the first result is to bring together the views of the different actors involved in the field. it is then especially relevant to compare the positions of the experts at different scales. in the different places concerned by the nominations, activists willingly take part in the process, mainly through associations and other local networks. they use the new label to experiment strategies regarding the local implementation of cultural policies in general. in this respect, the unesCo policies are only a pretext to discuss other local issues. as in each innovative process, there is a local polarisation between the ones who strongly believe in the benefits the label will bring in and the ones who criticize it and think of the new policies as a new means of domination used by the local elites against the people. When asking the people in charge of the implementation of the unesCo policies at a higher level, however, the positions are different. according to a museum curator, for instance, the main issue would be the one of managing the new label without any special financial counterpart from the unesCo. the regional administrations would like to use the new unesCo policies but they find that they are disconnected from the French national cultural policies. but these problems are far beyond the concerns of the unesCo representatives, who consider France as a wealthy country which should manage alone the implementation of the Convention. according to the unesCo, there would therefore be a mismatching in the fact that the Convention is dedicated to poor countries whereas the rich countries are the more competitive in proposing cultural elements for the nomination process.
another result consists in comparing the impacts of the unesCo policies in the different towns where the "processional giants and dragons" appear. some differences between the four towns of Cassel, douai, pézenas and tarascon can be emphasized. in tarascon, the general impact regards the visibility of the processional dragon. the tarasque dragon was traditionally hidden out of the time of the procession; it is now exhibited in a special show-case in the centre of the medieval town, as we have already mentioned. moreover, a monumental stone sculpture is now on display in front of the local castle (Fig. 2) . the "tarascaïres", the tarasque-pushers, are more and more invited in other festivals around the year, both in France and abroad. accordingly, they feel they have to become more professional in performing their traditions. From the point of view of the people from the tourist office and of the people locally in charge of the festivals, nothing has been done yet but they ask for some help to valorise the new label. the people in charge of the cultural heritage have launched several exhibitions on the topics of dragons, the medieval times and the imaginary. For their part, shopkeepers began selling books, mugs or key-rings featuring the tarasque dragon just after the label was granted by the unesCo. in the other towns, like in pézenas or douai, the impact seems less visible as the regions are less attractive than provence. in these cases, the traditions rely on partnerships with local cultural associations. sometimes, the local sportsmen also help as they are fit enough to carry the heavy effigies, like the rugby men in pézenas (Fig 3) . in Cassel, a museum has opened in 2010 to present some of the local traditions, including the unesCo ones. a last result comes from comparing the initial project and its transformations. before the nomination all candidates are asked to make some previsions at a five years term. in the case of the "processional giants and dragons", different points were mentioned in the 2005 candidature file. several meetings were to be held between 2006 and 2010 among the people in charge of the processions and an itinerant exhibition was supposed to move from one town to another every two months to reinforce the connections between the different cities involved in the nomination. a catalogue of this exhibition was to be published and emphasis was to be put on the giants and dragons makers as well. in 2009, a meeting of all the giants and dragons was supposed to prepare the five years term evaluation by the unesCo. Five years later the report shows that only the first point -the 2006 meeting -had been realised. all the other events didn't happen. sometimes this was due to the lack of financial resources. sometimes, the people in charge of the implementation of the Convention were transferred in other places; some of them died; new people were elected, etc. such a comparison shows that the unesCo policies are more indicative than prescriptive. they strongly depend on the context, which legitimates a study of the different ways they are implemented in the different states concerned by the Convention.
intangible Cultural heritage in FranCe
Concerning the French case, understanding the intangible cultural heritage needs to pay attention both to the history of cultural heritage in general and to the administrations in charge of the unesCo policies in particular.
broadly speaking, the notion of cultural heritage is deeply anchored in the French universalistic doctrine since the 1789 revolution (Chastel 1986 ). When the castles and the cathedrals were abandoned and destroyed by the revolutionary, the left-wing constitutionalist priest abbé grégoire pleaded that they should be preserved and protected for the nation's sake. such valuable goods had to be considered as common goods, "res publica" in latin, which brings together the ideas of cultural heritage and the republic itself. From then, the idea of preserving a cultural heritage was deeply connected with the building of a modern nation-state in France. during the 19 th century a list of remarkable goods was established and inspectors were appointed by the state to inventory the cultural heritage in the different regions and to reinforce the new central nation-state's radiation, insisting on the monuments and the fine arts.
at the end of the 19 th century, however, the leftists complained about the criteria according to which the cultural heritage was inventoried. the avant-garde painters thought that modern paintings were as much important as the renaissance ones; the factory workers said that the industrial buildings were sometimes more valuable than the old romantic ruins or chapels; the regionalists asked for regional folklore artefacts to be put into the museums. in this context, the aesthetical views commanding cultural heritage were dramatically changed. heritage was becoming a matter of taste. in the 1930s' the anthropologist marcel mauss said that "a tin-box tells us more about our society than the most precious jewel" (jamin 1989) . Connections between anthropologists and surrealist poets led to define the new field of "popular arts and traditions" and to a renewal in the accepted definitions of cultural heritage.
From then, cultural heritage was slightly split apart. the historians, the art historians and the architects kept insisting on the accepted definition, encompassing the monuments and the fine arts and valorising the museums, whereas the anthropologists and the folklorists developed the notion of "ethnological heritage", including industries, crafts, popular culture, etc., which had to be preserved "in situ". as a head of the iComos, georges-henri rivière, the founding curator of the "musée national des arts et traditions populaires" in paris had a leading role in this reflection after World War ii. however, this new trend was a schism regarding the universalistic doctrine of the French nation-state. emphasizing cultural diversity instead tradition and heritage ClassiFied of national unity is often considered as a threat by the national French elites, which means that the French doctrine of cultural heritage is still a significant place for political struggles.
today, the implementation of intangible cultural heritage reflects some of these historical features. there is an ambiguity connected with the fact that it is the civil servants from the central nation-state who should sort out and accept the proposals coming from the different French regions. in a country where all the different political and administrative elites need to train in the most prestigious parisian schools, the provinces are still very much seen as peripheries. nobody could seriously think that the national genius would burst in some remote countryside resort, when the eyes of the international art critique are systematically turned towards the louvre and the parisian milieu. this is also a reason why the word "folklore" in French is rather despised and laughed at.
Concerning the very case of intangible cultural heritage, the administrative situation in France is as following. the French Commission for the unesCo is a branch from the ministry for Foreign affairs and as such it doesn't really bother with the French internal affairs. according to its representatives, there is no need to worry with the French intangible cultural heritage as there are no diplomatic conflicts concerning heritage in France. as soon as there are no such conflicts, there is no need to help the different communities involved in the unesCo policies in France. this is as much understandable as the term "community" has no legal existence in the frame of the universalistic doctrine of the French nation-state. it is then a special branch of the ministry of Culture, the "mission à l'ethnologie" who deals with the unesCo policies and with the intangible cultural heritage in France. after 30 years of research on "ethnological heritage", this "mission à l'ethnologie" has begun since 2006 to inventory possible candidates and to propose special files to the actors interested in the nomination process (hottin 2011). Furthermore, several researchers have been asked to imagine common methods concerning the implementation of the elements already nominated as well as the future nominations. but the action of the "mission à l'ethnologie" is limited to the field of culture, which means that no real connections with the fields of local development or tourism which deeply concern the local actors have been built up yet.
however, eight new cultural elements have been granted the intangible cultural heritage label by the unesCo after the "processional giants and dragons". in 2009 there were four: the "Cantu a paghjella", a secular and liturgical oral tradition of Corsica, the aubusson tapestry, the maloya dance from la réunion French island in the indian ocean, and the scribing tradition in French timber framing. in 2010 there were four more: the "Compagnonnage", a network for on-the-job transmission of knowledge and identities, the art of falconry, the gastronomic meal of the French, and the craftsmanship of alencon needle lace-making. a quick survey of these eight different examples shows first that there is an interesting balance between the "rituals and festivals" group and the "arts and crafts" group within the Convention. second, comparing the different elements shows that the communities can be candidates for different reasons. some of the files were really boosted by the locals, like the "Cantu a paghjella" which is significant for the Corsican nationalists struggling for independence or the maloya dance which is seen as a means to legitimize the culture of a French island overseas and therefore has a lot to do with the discussion over the French colonial past. in other cases, however, the local actors had to be asked for some cooperation. Concerning the "Compagnonnage" the candidature file had to be completed with the help of a young anthropologist whose work was precisely devoted to this community (adell-gombert 2008) . Concerning the art of falconry the candidature was an international one and the local performers in France were invited by the ministry of Culture to participate with a French contribution. Concerning the alencon needle lace-makers they were only less than a dozen practitioners left so it was really a matter of safeguard. Concerning the gastronomic meal of the French, lastly, the candidature was directly proposed by the French president nicolas sarkozy against the will of many civil servants in charge of the unesCo affairs in France.
ConClusion
on the whole, all these examples clearly show that each different cultural form can meet different reactions in the public sphere as soon as they try to be acknowledged as intangible cultural heritage. in order to understand better these reactions, the French ministry of Culture has been very active since 2008. First, as France's self-representation is deeply connected with philosophy, an academic seminar on intangible cultural heritage has been launched at the École des hautes Études en sciences sociales in paris (bortolotto 2011). second, different meetings have been organized with the help of the professional networks of museum workers and curators to identify new potential candidates. third, a special effort concerns the inventory of intangible cultural heritage. i have myself begun to collect files concerning traditional games in France under a special format, and the ministry of Culture has published a handbook together with the "French Center for intangible Cultural heritage" (hottin 2011).
however, despite such efforts, the popular reactions towards the implementation of intangible cultural heritage can sometimes be very difficult to understand. For instance in 2009 a community in the bretagne area refused to have their local procession protected under the unesCo label because they felt the label would give too much power to the organizers of the procession, which were belonging to the church. the heritage building process had to stop after a massive protest from the local landowners. this last example clearly shows that the implementation of intangible cultural heritage policies always strongly depends on the context. this context is at once a national one, but it is also an economic one, as have shown my fieldwork in France, where intangible cultural heritage is strongly connected with the issues of local development and tourism. on these bases, anthropologists have a lot of work to do. the field is rich as it is connected with the interests of neighbouring social sciences. to finish, i will then suggest that tradition and heritage ClassiFied the impacts of the intangible cultural heritage unesCo policies are not only visible on the field, but also in the academia where the study of the intangible cultural heritage related processes appears as a good opportunity to develop "heritage studies" and to improve the cooperation between the researchers and the performers. 
